
Solution Overview

About RoseRyan

RoseRyan takes dynamic companies further, faster, 
by delivering specialized finance and accounting 
solutions at every stage of your company’s growth. 
Versed in Silicon Valley’s rapid pace and unique 
business environment, our consulting firm has 
helped 800+ companies achieve success since 1993. 
No matter the size of your company or the scale of 
your next endeavor, RoseRyan has the wide-ranging 
skills and services you require to accelerate growth. 
Learn more at www.roseryan.com.

Contact: 
Maureen Ryan 
510.456.3056 x122
mryan@roseryan.com
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Our company has been challenged with 
a number of unique technical accounting 
issues, which the RoseRyan staff stepped  
up to and helped us address each issue  
as it came up.

Marc Faerber, VP of Finance, Amarantus Bioscience Holdings, Inc.

RoseRyan’s Technical 
Accounting Group 
helps companies 
at all stages—from 
startup through 
Fortune 500—stay 
ahead of the curve. 
We’re on top of all 
the latest accounting 
rules and strategies.

Rely on our technical accounting aces when you’re facing a new 
deal, an accounting change or a tricky transaction that tests your 
in-house skills. We take on the tough stuff. 

Pain Points:
• Transactions outside of the routine can throw the accounting team off course
• Such deals often attract auditor scrutiny and sometimes regulators 
• The team may lack in-house technical accounting expertise to correctly apply GAAP
• Accounting rules change all the time, further stretching the team’s skills set
• Fast-growing companies need occasional access to reliable accounting pros 

Solution:
• Anticipate issues and apply the correct accounting treatment every time
• Turn over tough transactions to accounting aces for analysis
• Minimize restatement risk by seeking out specialized skills when needed
• Apply scenario planning to deals to evaluate how the accounting will play out
• Access go-to experts for SEC comment letters and stock comp issues

Benefits: 
• Peace of mind, knowing you have experts when you need them
• Expert interpretation of applicable accounting rules for your situation
• Memos and support schedules done correctly and on time 
• Implementation of new rules come with a game plan 
• Accurate financial statements, preventing the need to restate financials

Technical Accounting Services


